The Learners Lab Foundation (TLLF)
Tax ID: 45-5222602

Workforce Training Programs | 501c Entrepreneurial Economic Development | Fellowship Academy |

Established May 2015 (2012)

The Learners Lab Foundation Family of Organizations (TLLF/FO)

Association of Tax Exempt Startups & Entrepreneurs (ATESE)
Tax ID 85-2438944
Established August 2020

Institute for 501c Entrepreneurial Economic Development
Tax ID 85-0759000
The Council for 501c/Tax Exempt Entrepreneurial Policy Development and Inclusion
Tax ID 85-0759000
Established August 2020

The Competence Group (TCG), LLC
Tax ID 52-1963151
Since 1980 | Incorporated 1988

Provides Admin/Mgmt Ops/Infrastructure Dev
Strategic Planning, Compliance, Auditing, Documentation, Tech Writing, Library Services

Responsibilities are simple:
ATESE = IDs Issues TLLF = Program Dev/Delivery
The Institute = Research, Education, Advocacy
TCG= Administration, Infrastructure, Operations, IT & Mgmt

Sends Issues ID’d from Startup Membership to the Institute for Research, then sends to The Foundation for Program Development

Partners to Produce & Disseminate Advocacy Products
Develops Stakeholder Programs Resulting From Research

Provides Issues from Assn Members for Advocacy Research & Education

Admin/MgmtOps
Admin/MgmtOps
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The Learners Lab Foundation is the charitable outreach of The Competence Group, LLC work that began in the early to mid 70’s
The Learners Lab Foundation is the charitable arm of The Competence Group, LLC. The Learners Lab (TLL) originated as the virtual & classroom training program for ED-Lab Online, a 2002 charity ahead of its time established for adult online learners because access to technology did not yet exist in this new arena for either its learning & instructional community. Driven to continue in spite of..., TLL(F)’s focus and efforts are continuously expanding not fill but to eliminate ALL GAPS in workforce training, search, & placement services, tax exempt start-up resource allocation, funding/financial management access, communication & visibility and a host of other gaps both unidentified and unaddressed by government legislation, attitudes of a divisive society, and the procedural policies of the business community at-large.

Charitable Work & Services are 100% Donated

Executive Management Fellowship Academy™
<> a first of its kind Senior Executive Management Doctoral Program,
<> a series of Diversely-Focused Management Fellowship Programs, &
<> Premier Careers: A Portfolio of In-Demand Workforce Training Products Targeting Well-Skilled, Well-Paid Careers
Accreditation & Credentialing Status Pending

501c Start-Ups & Entrepreneurial Programs
Fiscal Sponsorships (FS) for New, Future, Pending, Start-Up, or Young 501c Entities,
Technical Assistance Service Center (TASC) for All 501c Entrepreneurs,
targeting 501c’s 5 Yrs Old or Less, & Special Project Fiscal Sponsorships (SPFS) for For-Profit Entities with Charitable Programs


Request an Executive Summary & Capability Statement for the most current details and an abbreviated list.

The Learners Lab Foundation (TLLF)
1975-2012 as personal/work volunteerism | 2012-forward as IRS Recognized Charity

Charitable Workforce Training Programs (CWTP)
Workforce Training & Software Virtual Library, Continuing Education, Custom Professional Development Design, Intern/Apprenticeship/Fellowships, Job Placement Assistance, Job Connectivity Services, Employer-Job Hunter Networking, 501c Entrepreneurial Training & much more

Institute for 501c Entrepreneurial Economic Development (The 501c Institute)
Tax ID 85-0759000
(think-tank & advocacy & educational institution for tax-exempt start-up & 501c entrepreneurial policy development & inclusion)

Responsibilities are simple: ATESE = IDs Issues
TCG= Setup/Mgmt
TLLF = Delivery
(this is in place until TLLF is fully funded with C levels in place & TCG can hire a support partners)

Program Management & Operations Stakeholder Engagement Partner & Investor Relationship Management

Administration Compliance Documentation Program Design & Development Asset, Resource & Staffing Management

Paid Work
Charitable Work & Services are 100% Donated

The Competence Group (TCG), LLC
www.TCGrp-Inc.com
(Sole Proprietor (Jan 1985 – July 2020)

JERRI DENISE THOMAS, MBA, MPA PhD (ON HIATUS)
PRESIDENT & CHIEF CONSULTANT, TCG LLC
FOUNDER, VOLUNTEER CEO & ACTING CHIEF RESOURCE OFFICER, TLLF
FOUNDER & INTERIM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ATESE (FORMED AUG 2020)

TCG, LLC BUSINESS SERVICES

TIN 52-1963151   |   DUNS 966140337   |   CAGE Code 6URT1

Proud to serve the following:
NAICS Codes(s): 541611, 541612, 541618, & 711510
SIC Codes(s): 7379, 7389, 8741, 8742, 8748
MD Business Registration #: W20621900

The Learners Lab Foundation (TLLF)
1975-2012 as personal/work volunteerism | 2012-forward as IRS Recognized Charity

Charitable Workforce Training Programs (CWTP)
Workforce Training & Software Virtual Library, Continuing Education, Custom Professional Development Design, Intern/Apprenticeship/Fellowships, Job Placement Assistance, Job Connectivity Services, Employer-Job Hunter Networking, 501c Entrepreneurial Training & much more

Institute for 501c Entrepreneurial Economic Development (The 501c Institute)
Tax ID 85-0759000
(think-tank & advocacy & educational institution for tax-exempt start-up & 501c entrepreneurial policy development & inclusion)

Consulting Clients:

Request an Executive Summary & Capability Statement for the most current details and an abbreviated list.

The Learners Lab Foundation is the charitable arm of The Competence Group, LLC. The Learners Lab (TLL) originated as the virtual & classroom training program for ED-Lab Online, a 2002 charity ahead of its time established for adult online learners because access to technology did not yet exist in this new arena for either its learning & instructional community. Driven to continue in spite of..., TLL(F)’s focus and efforts are continuously expanding not fill but to eliminate ALL GAPS in workforce training, search, & placement services, tax exempt start-up resource allocation, funding/financial management access, communication & visibility and a host of other gaps both unidentified and unaddressed by government legislation, attitudes of a divisive society, and the procedural policies of the business community at-large.

Charitable Work & Services are 100% Donated
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The Learners Lab Foundation

Fueling Self-Sufficiency – Fostering Self-Empowerment

The TLLF Vision...
Incubator of the Future, For the Future...

TLLF hopes to locate its complex in PG County, MD. It requires roughly 40-50 acres.

TLLF NTEE Codes:
B30 Vocational Technical
B60 Adult Continuing Education
C02 Management & Technical Assistance
C11 Single Organization Support
C19 Nonmonetary Support N.E.C.
J02 Management & Technical Assistance
J20 Employment Procurement Assistance & Job Training
J22 Employment Training
J11 Single Organization Support
J19 Nonmonetary Support N.E.C.
S50 Non Profit Management
S43 Management Services for Small Business & Entrepreneurs
W02 Management & Technical Assistance
PROGRAMMATIC ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
Fueling Self-Sufficiency

TLFF Membership Program:
Eligible Candidates are individuals who are Unemployed, Under-Employed, Adult Literacy Groups, Homeless, Transitioning & Displaced Military, 501c Start-ups. Program includes targeted benefits including housing (homes we build) & own, tax clinics, credit repair, clothing give-aways & makeovers, plus Free Access for 1 year to the Foundations VPL Training & Job Placement Services.

Charitable Workforce Training Programs (CWTP)
(Workforce Training, Continuing Education, Professional Development, Fellowships, Job Assistance, Job Connectivity Services, Employer-Job Hunter Networking, 501c Entrepreneurial Training & much more)

Executive Management Fellowship PROGRAM (EMF)**
5 Management Fellowship Programs

Executive Management PhD (PhD/EMCDA)**
A first of its kind cross-disciplinary program for Senior Executives

Institute for 501c Entrepreneurial Economic Development
Tax ID 85-0759000

 Michigan Auto-Mechanics Fellowship Program
 Michigan Electrical Engineering Fellowship Program
 Michigan Chemical Engineering Fellowship Program
 Michigan Construction Fellowship Program
 Michigan Environmental Engineering Fellowship Program
 Michigan Petroleum Engineering Fellowship Program
 Michigan Plastics Engineering Fellowship Program
 Michigan Structural Engineering Fellowship Program
 Michigan Design Engineering Fellowship Program
 Michigan Software Engineering Fellowship Program

5 Management Fellowship Programs

FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM SUBJECT AREAS: Grant Writers and Fundraising Professional Management Fellows (GWD)**, Logistics & Resource Management Fellows (LRM)**, Non-Profit/Tax Exempt Management & Administration Fellows (NP/ TMA)**, Social Media, Communications Management for the 22nd Century Fellows (SMComm)**, Finance, Financial Management & Tax Administration

In-House Apprenticeships
In-House PhD Fellows Training Program

In-House PhD Council (EMCDA)
Matric for any Entity, Individual, Group at the Idea Stage, in Start-Up Mode, with Application Pending, Needing Application Prepared

Corporate Strategic Planning Partner: The Competence Group, LLC

Executive Management PhD
(PhD/EMCDA)**

The VPL™
Virtual Private Training Library & Software Lab
(open-access/multilingual)
Under Construction, Goes Live in 2020

Executive Management Fellowship (MgmtFS)**
A Portfolio of Well-Skilled Training Products

CUSTOM-DESIGNED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS:
Appraisals (to increase women and girls in this field), Architecture, Court Reporters & Transcriptionist, Media Disposal & Sanitization w/NIST, Notary Signing Agent (NSA), Section 508 Compliance, Welding, Yes Welding Classes Online! ...and other Careers under-served or forecasting shortages

Business Services (OEM Vendor & Partnership Open)
Technology Council, Tech Depot & Communications Hub Zone: OEM Reseller & OEM Partnership to begin a Special Co-Licherence Program for us for our FS Awardees.

Legal Services: (Local/Remote) Pending
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Charitable Program Structure Chart